Fungal Diversity Press
eBook distribution factsheet

Fungal Diversity Press is the owner of the widely-acclaimed Journal, Fungal Diversity. This journal, which was launched by Kevin D. Hyde in 1998, and edited by him until 2010, is the leading journal on fungal biodiversity and phylogeny, with a 2010 Impact Factor of 5.074. Like the Journal, the research series will also be published by Springer as of 2012.

Springer’s Fungal Diversity Research Series, which is a continuation of the series published by Fungal Diversity Press, is committed to publishing high-quality volumes concerning various aspects of fungal biology, including dedicated texts on groups of the fungal kingdom, as well as on groups of organisms usually studied by mycologists.

www.fungaldiversity.org/fdp/researchseries.html

All scientific, English books that Fungal Diversity Press publishes will be part of the Biomedical and Life Sciences eBook collection. It is estimated that this will be a total of 4 titles per CRY.

- Springer has acquired the exclusive distribution rights for eBooks and print as well.
- For all titles the MyCopy functionality will be enabled.
- No blacklist titles are included in the deal.

List of forthcoming titles:
23. Entolomataceae of Tasmania Gates & Nordolous
22. Nematode trapping fungi Hyde, Zhang, Li & Swe
24. Methods in Mycology – the bascis Hyde et al.

More information on Fungal Diversity Press can be found on their website.